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10 Things Every Marketing Video  
Must Have to Convert: a Checklist

A clearly defined customer persona
With few exceptions, 12-year-old girls aren’t interested in the same 
things as 30-year-old men…well, maybe My Little Pony. Anyway, the 
more granular you get with defining your target audience, the more 
your conversion rate will grow. Try building a customer persona 
with this free template from our friends at Hubspot.

By 2022, online video will account for 82% of all internet traffic.
Thankfully, success isn’t a gamble when you know the game you’re playing. After 
thousands of big-hit marketing videos for everyone from Google to Harvard, the 
ninjas at The Draw Shop have drawn up this checklist of the 10 things you must 
have to make sure your next marketing video blows up in all the right ways.

An immediate attention-grabber
The human brain is hardwired for distraction. It’s a survival 
mechanism we inherited from our ancestors. But they had saber-
toothed tigers lurking in the woods to worry about! We just have a 
bad case of Shiny Object Syndrome. OK, so now you know that your 
social media addiction has evolutionary roots. How is this relevant 
to your video marketing? Here’s how: if you want to get and keep 
your viewer’s attention, make sure your video starts off with 
something so compelling that they have to keep watching! You can:

• Present a surprising statistic
• Ask an unexpected question
• Mention a problem they can relate to
• Make a bold claim
• Introduce a compelling character

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/buyer-persona-research#sm.0000g56hs352xen1w3f1oro8r3a1g
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/white-paper-c11-741490.html
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/brain-distraction-procrastination-science
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Positivity, not Z Z Z Z

When people watch videos, they want to feel happy. Simple, right? 
It’s no coincidence that of the 15 most-viewed videos of all time, at 
least half are upbeat musical mega-hits. Of course, this is an extreme 
example of how effective happy marketing can work, but it proves 
something important: if you conjure enough positive emotional 
capital to convince a prospect to push that button, send that email, 
or make that call, you win. If you bore them, there are literally 
millions of other videos for them to watch—so don’t be boring.

Conversational language
A lot of companies think it’s cool to talk in jargon and use words 
like “innovative” a thousand times per minute. But oversaturating 
your videos with industry jargon makes your message—you know, 
that thing you want people to remember—pass right over your 
viewers’ heads! Plus, too much jargon makes your video sound like 
an obvious ad, and 83% of online viewers really dislike videos 
that they perceive to be obnoxious advertisements. Leave the 
over-the-top sales pitches in the spam mail where it belongs. This 
doesn’t mean you have to dumb things down, though! Just work 
with experts to get your script hitting the perfect tenor between 
professional and relatable.

Top-notch production value
Yes, you can make a marketing video on your Mac at a cost of $0. 
No, you should not do that. 63% of consumers will have a negative 
view of a brand that publishes a poor-quality video. Making a 
video that looks professional takes a lot of hard work—it’s why 
there are production studios. Sometimes, “free” ends up costing 
you the most time, money and leads.

https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/most-watched-youtube-videos/
https://www.vieodesign.com/blog/new-data-why-people-hate-ads
https://www.vieodesign.com/blog/new-data-why-people-hate-ads
https://blog.hubspot.com/news-trends/why-people-block-ads-and-what-it-means-for-marketers-and-advertisers
https://blog.hubspot.com/news-trends/why-people-block-ads-and-what-it-means-for-marketers-and-advertisers
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A full transcript
Even though video content is blowing up, search engines still have 
a ways to go before they can index video content using what’s 
actually shown and said on screen. So you need to give them a 
helping hand! Crafting a full transcript of the copy in your script and 
publishing it alongside your video will help carve out an SEO edge 
over competitors and increase conversion. Plus, there’s always a 
subset of your target market who don’t have the opportunity or 
desire to sit through a video. Giving them a text alternative is not 
just the polite thing to do—it increases the chance that they’ll get 
your marketing message!

A story arc
What do all good books and movies have in common? Sympathetic 
characters. Conflicts and journeys. A powerful conclusion. Your 
video is no exception! Don’t put your CEO in front of the camera 
and have them rattle on—come up with a great story, and people 
will share your content without being begged to do so.

A call to action
A call to action is what it sounds like: you want your audience to 
click a button, make a call, fill out a form, whatever. Include this call 
for them to do that near the end. Make sure your video leads the 
prospect down the next step of your sales funnel and guides their 
journey toward conversion.
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Tags
Make sure to give your video content all the relevant tags, titles, and 
descriptions so people can find it. That way, target keywords are  
scooped up and your video content is indexed to rank for relevant 
content searches. 

Conversion trackers
Engagement data is perhaps one of the most important aspects 
of making your video content convert like crazy. Good conversion 
isn’t an event—it’s a process. If you notice people are leaving 
after ten seconds, it might be time to reinvent your intro. If you’re 
losing them off the back end, same deal. The point is, especially in 
conversion optimization, knowledge is power.

You’ve got to do things right to make your marketing video 
sparkle among the coal. There’s no special no-effort hack 
to getting amazing conversion rates—the steps above 
involve work, and in some cases hard work—but it all pays 
off. Make sure your videos have these 10 things, and get 
ready for a blustery conversion rate lift! 

Shoot an email to the Draw Shop ninjas at  
team@thedrawshop.com to find out more!

https://backlinko.com/hub/youtube/tags
https://backlinko.com/hub/youtube/tags
mailto:team%40thedrawshop.com?subject=

